Abstract-In many engineering optimization problems, the number of fitness function evaluations is limited by time and cost. These problems pose a special challenge to the field of evolutionary computation, since existing evolutionary methods require a very large number of problem function evaluations. One popular way to address this challenge is the application of approximation models as a surrogate of the real fitness function. We propose a model assisted Evolution Strategy, which uses a Gaussian Process approximation model to pre-select the most promising solutions. To refine the pre-selection process we determine the likelihood of each individual to improve the overall best found solution. Due to this, the new algorithm has a much better convergence behavior and achieves better results than standard evolutionary optimization approaches with less fitness evaluations. Numerical results from extensive simulations on several high dimensional test functions including multimodal functions are presented.
Introduction
Evolution Strategies (ES) are exceknt optimization tools for complex high dimensional multimodal real valued prohlems [IO] [I I]. However. like other population based algorithms they require a very high number of fitness function evaluations. In most real world applications the process of fitness evaluation is very expensive and lime. consuming. Therefore standard ES are not practical for such applications. A promising approach to handle this prohlem is the application of modeling techniques. where a model evaluation is orders of magnitude cheaper than a real fitness function evaluation. A model is trained on already evaluated individuals and is used to guide the search for promising solutions. This approach decreases the number of expensive fitness evaluations, which results in a better convergence rate of the algorithm.
The application of modeling techniques in evolutionary computation receives increasing attention [7] [21 [3] . A survey on this research field can be found in [XI and (61. Two major points have to be considered:
Model Selection: The selection of an appropriate model to approximate the fitness function is a central point. Neural networks [7] [9] are widely used for function approximation andLa* therefore used for modeling in evolutionary optimization. Gaussian Processing [2] and Kriging [3] are statistical modeling techniques which are also used for fitness function approximation.
Model Management:
The coupling of the model used with the evolutionary algorithm controls how the optimization process is affected by replacing the expensive real fitness evaluation hy the approximation ofthe model. The adaptive evolution control concept [7] controls the impact ofthe model on the evolutionary optimization process. The Metamodel-Assisted Evolution Strategy (MA-ES). [3] uses the estimation of the model to pre-select the most promising individuals before applying the expensive real fitness function. Another approach is to use the confidence criterion given hy statistical models like Kriging [3] or Gaussian Processing [ 2 ] to control the interaction of the model with the evolutionary optimization process.
Concerning model management. in our opinion the key issue of using approximation models for evolutionary computation lies in the tradeoff between the exploitation of the approximation model by sampling where it is optimized and the need to improve the approximation model hy sampling where the model confidence is low. In this work we try to address this tradeoff by introducing a model management approach, which takes hoth necessaries into account.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We first descrihe the modeling technique of Gaussian Process (GP) approximation. which is used to approximate the expensive real fitness function and provides also information about the model confidence in section 2. Section 3 introduces the synthesis of the approximation model with a standard ES. The GP model is utilized to assist the ES by selecting the most promising solutions of an offspring population to he evaluated by the real fitness function. We analyse the impact of the G P model on the evolutionary optimization process and introduce two different search cri-teria to identify the most promising solutions. Numerical results from extensive simulations on several high dimensional test functions are presented and discussed in section 4. The paper closes with a brief conclusion and outlook on future work.
Fitness Approximation with Gaussian Processes
For the approximation of the fitness function we chose Gaussian Processes (GP). which are known to be general and proper real valued function approximators, also for noisy training data. A detailed description is given in [4] .
Compared to other models like artificial neural networks or RBF-networks GP are probabilistic models, which have the advantage 01 providing a confidence value given by the standard deviation U for the predicted fitness value t without additional computational cost. Moreover GP is stable against overfitting and has only a limited number of model parameters. which have to he chosen by the user.
Consider a &dimensional real valued problem with scalar fitness function,f(?'). which is to he minimized.
As stated in the introduction, an approximation model is needed to predict the fitness of an individual 2. 
D.
with the covariance function. carried out using a gradient-based optimizer [4] . Figure I shows a I-dimensional example of a trained GP model.
GP Model Assisted Evolution Strategy
We start our consideration with a standard ( p : A) ES, which will he later coupled with the GP model. On the other hand. a ( p + A) strategy selects the hest p individuals from the aggregation of parents and offspring individuals. The algorithm terminates when a maximum number of fitness function evaluations have been performed.
Standard

Model Assisted Evolution Strategy MAES .
To incorporate the approximation model into the ES we use a pre-selection concept similar to the one described by Emmerich et al. [?] . Compared to the standard ES Xpre > X new offspring individuals are created from p parents (see pseudocode in Figure 3) . These ApTe individuals have to be pre-selected to generate the offspring of X individuals, which will be evaluated with the real fitness function. The model is trained at the tieginning with a randomly created initial population and is updated after each generation step with X new fitness cases. The pre-selection concept is comparable with the task of Active Learning. which has been widely studied in the field of neural network computing. The basic idea is to select an individual or sample in such a way that an ohjective function is optimized. Several objective functions as selection criterion are known. But all approaches are hased on the same ideas. that this criterion should represent the quality of the individual and only the most promising individuals should be selected to be later evaluated with the fitness function. We investigate here two different selection criteria:
Procedure MAES
Mean of Model Prediction (MMP)
The motivation of this criterion is straightforward. very simple and often used in other work. The Xp,, possible candidates are pre-evaluated using the mean of the prediction 
Probability of Improvement (POI)
Using only the mean of model prediction ;to identify the most promising individuals comes along with one ma.jor drawback.
On multimodat problems with many misleading local min- Figure 4 lllustration of the POI concept hased on the same data as in Figure I . The gray filled area represents the prohability that a model output value i is sampled at point z*, which is smaller than f,,i,l. preferred to others and therefore have a lower probability to escape from these minima. One approach to address this prohlem is to use the standard deviation U of the model output to prefer unexplored areas hy defining the ohjective function f. = t ( Z ) -au(:?), which has to he minimized 1121. (2 scales the impact of thc standard deviation. The major drawhdck of this idea is to Find an appropriate a, because the performance of this approach is highly dependent on n especially for high dimensional problems. For this reason we introduce a new pre-selection criterion.
which utilizes also the model confidence given by the GP model and has no parameter selection problem. The idea is not new in the field of global optimization [I] , hut new in the context of evolutionary optimization.
-
The concept is illustrated in Figure 4 . At any given point 2. we model the uncertainty ahout the model value prediction by considering this value to be like the realization of a random variahle 1.(Z) with mean T(Z) and standard deviation u(Z).
Let f,n2n = min(t1, ... :tfi-) he the current hest until now sampled fitness value. then the target value for the improvement will he some number T 5 fmi,,. The probability of improvement (POI) is simply the prohability that 1~(?) 5 T . Assuming the random variable is normal distrihuled. this prohahility is given hy Figure 5 shows the characteristics of the POI selection criterion. Areas with a high POI have a high prohahility to sample a data point with a target value smaller than f,.i. and are therefore more promising. Areas with model prediction :(?) >> f m i , , have a low prohahility of improvement POI x 0. As the function is sampled more and more around the current best point, the standard deviation in this area decreases. The term nii) becomes extremely negative and POI will he so small that the algorithm is driven to search elsewhere in unexplored areas where the standard deviation is higher. Therefore POI prefers unexplored areas of oh.ject space and has a multimodal characteristic. Note, that the maximal POI value has another location in object space than the minimal model output value. The individuals Z?, i = 1: ... Xp,, with the highest POI(?') are pre-selected to build the new offspring.
-T-tlf) Figure 5 : Characteristics of the POI criterion based on the same data as in the former figures. Areas with a higher POI have a higher probability to sample a data point with a target value smaller than fnli,7.
The size of the pre-selected population Xp,, controls the impact of the model on the evolutionary optimization process. For Xp,,, = X the algorithm performs like a standard ( h : A) ES. Increasing Xp,, results in a higger selection pressure in the pre-selection and in a stronger impact of the model on the convergence behavior of the optimization process.
Experimental results and discussion
To analyze the performance of the algorithms extensive simulations were performed for several well known real valued unimodal and multimodal test functions. For each test function the following algorithms were compared: For the model assisted algorithms the size of the preselected population Xp,, was set to 3X: Throughout our study we used Covariance Matrix Adaption (CMA) developed by Hansen et al. [ 5 ] . which is still the most powerful method for adaption of the mutation step size. For all simu--lations no recombination was used and the initial population size was set to IO. The model was built in all cases hy the GP as in section The values'arr always evaluated as the mean of I00 repeated runs with different seed values for random number generation.
Unimodal Test Functions
The Sphere function (A.1) is a nonlinear, continuous, convex. smooth function, which is an easy test for the self-adaptation mechanism of ES.
The standard (1:IO) ES has the worst performance (see Figure 6 ). Both model assisted approaches improve the convergence speed of the standard ES. MMP has the highest convergence speed and performs better than POI. This can he explained due to the higher tendency of POI to sample in unexplored areas (see Figure 5 ) , which hothers the convergence for unimodal problems with constant search direction. However POI outperforms the standard ES clearly.
The same observations are'ohtained with several other unimodal functions. We present the results in Figure 7 for one more unimodal function, which is given by Schwefel's function 1.2 (A.2) fitness evaluaBons 
Multimodal Test Functions
Multimodal functions evoke hills and valleys, which are misleading local optima. A simple optimization algorithm Here the application of modeling results in an acceleration of the convergence velocity at the beginning of the optimization process (Figure 8 and 9 ). For the (1; 10) algorithms no strategy reliably reaches the global optimum (note. that the figures show the mean from 100 runs of the best individual). But POI achieves clearly the best results.
Due to the bigger population size the (5,35) algorithms are more stable against premature convergence ( Figure  9 ). It is remarkable that POI and standard ES are always reaching the global optimum, but not the MMP algorithm.
Here the usage of MMP as pre-selection criterion increases the prohability of premature convergencc. This ohservation justifies the motivation of POI to sample also in unexplored arcas of the objective space. The obtained results show, that the application of model assistance by G P using only the simple pre-selection criterion MMP on multimodal problems only worsens the performance of the optimization algorithm. However the usage of the mure sophisticated POI pre-selection criterion leads to a statistically significant performance enhancement. improvement (POI) as pre-selection criterion.
Extensive simulations showed that hoth approaches enhance the performance of a standard ES on unimodal problems and MMP performs slightly better than POI. due to the hizhertendency of POI tosample in unexploredareas. pre-selection criterion succeeds. shows higher convert oence speed and is much more stable against premature convergence. This is reasonable, because the POI addresses the tradeoff between exploitation and exploration by utilizing the probabilistic interpretation of the G P model. These encouraging results of POI justify its application in the field of model assisted ES.
For further work it is planned to develop a mechanism which controls the impact of the approximation model on the optimization process by controlling Xp,,. This can be carried out by using the confidence of the approximation model.
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Conclusions
We applied a Gaussian Process as an approximation model to assist a standard ES by using the GP to pre-select the most promising individuals to be evaluated by the real fitness function. We identified the tradeoff between exploitation and exploration. wliich was investigated using mean of model prediction (MMP) and the probability of 
